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From the Hill on campus

Farewell

to Five

brad mundy

Brad Mundy’s chemistry students
wanted him to do something weird
in his last Colby class. “They said,
‘What are they going to do? Fire
you?’” Mundy said after the class
ended. So what did he do?
“I taught,” Mundy said. “You
don’t want to waste an hour of good
teaching time.”
He didn’t waste many hours in
his decade at Colby, a mid-career
change of venue from Montana
State University. Mundy arrived with research interests and projects
in hand and immediately put Colby students to work. “I don’t separate
my research from what my students do,” he said. “If it’s a good program,
students will add to the intellectual process and growth.”
They have, working this year to synthesize a compound sent out
by a particular type of fungus as it breaks down cellulose. The project, undertaken at the request of University of Maine wood-science
researchers, was completed this semester. “The students had one of
those grins from ear to ear,” Mundy said.
He has kept students working and learning—and grinning. He
arrived with graduate-school level expectations and wasn’t disappointed.
“Intellectual questions that are being asked are high-level questions,

bruce fowles

As he read the last 34 exams of his teaching
career, Associate Professor of Biology Bruce
Fowles estimated that he’d graded more than
15,000 tests during his 34 years at Colby.
“They’re doing an honest effort to show
what they know,” he said of his students in
Biology of Vascular Plants. “I tell them, ‘You
can do science. I’ll tell you how to succeed.’
It’s my job to get it across.”
It’s been Fowles’s job since 1967, when
Colby’s Biology Department had five faculty
members. The department has grown to
four plant and seven animal biologists and
several teaching associates. But not much has
changed in the process of teaching biology,
says Fowles, who taught the introductory
course for 16 years as well as Plant Physiol-
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for all my colleagues,” he said. “These kids aren’t getting shortchanged
on the quality of work at all. This is really good stuff.”
He posted no set office hours but told students he’d be in the office
or lab from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. If they caught him, they had him. As a 10year resident of the dorms with his wife, Margaret, Mundy answered
e-mails from students into the evening. “Some of them I send more
messages than their parents do,” he said.
Every Sunday night the Mundys opened their apartment to students.
Margaret, who also headed the Quilting Club, prepared cookies and
snacks. If students were having a party, they warned the Mundys and
told them to knock if music was too loud. “I think they’re afraid they’ll
give us a heart attack,” Mundy said.
The Mundys had been weighing staying in Maine or moving
back to Bozeman. But at the annual trustee-faculty dinner before
commencement, a spontaneous cheer erupted when Mundy
announced, “Last night Margaret called our daughter [in Montana] and said ‘sell the furniture, then sell the house.’” Mundy has
several textbooks under contract but also was considering trying
a fiction-writing course.
One thing he is not going to do, he said, is direct the Chemistry Department from retirement. He did have one piece of parting
advice: “A department isn’t good because it has every bell and whistle.
A department is good because it’s got good people. If you lose track of
the people, you lose track of the game.”

ogy, Plant Taxonomy, Biology of Fungi, Algae and
Mosses, and Heredity and
Evolution, a course he instituted for non-majors. The
material has changed, however, as knowledge in plant
physiology doubled every
two-and-a-half years.
“What we know today is
completely different from what
was taught thirty years ago,”
Fowles said. “DNA work was just coming along
when I was an undergrad. That’s changed things.”
Biology now involves computers and Microsoft PowerPoint presentations. Dependence
on technology is a model of every other change

on the campus, he says.
Fowles used to stand in line
in the basement of Lovejoy
to work at a computer;
today, the Mac on his desk is
more powerful than the first
computer at the College.
But Fowles says he’s always
been comfortable with chalk
and a blackboard.
“I just hope we don’t lose
the art of good lectures,” he
said. “Kids come here to learn. Anything that
gets people away from teaching isn’t good,
whether it’s research or publication or community service. You’ve got to know who your
students are.”

pat brancaccio

When Patrick Brancaccio,
the John and Caroline Zacamy
Professor of English, looked
back over 39 years in Colby’s
English Department, he said,
“The thing that I’m proudest
of is having a role in developing the black studies program
and heading it up for the first
twelve years.” But Brancaccio
might have made plenty of
other choices, as he also played roles in the
development of performing arts as an independent department and creative writing as a minor
and directed or chaired a half dozen academic
programs, departments and divisions.
Even at that his work wasn’t limited to
Mayflower Hill. He spent a year at the University of Madagascar as a Fulbright lecturer,
directed Colby in London for four years, spent
sabbatical years in Italy.
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frances parker

Brancaccio’s intellectual
pursuits are as wide-ranging
as his work experience—from
the quintessentially American
(he was a founding member
of the Nathaniel Hawthorne
Society) to a subspecialty in
the literature of Africa. And
as he retires from teaching,
the first project on his to-do
list is completion of an Italian-to-English translation of essays and film
reviews called “Love Letters to the Cinema.”
Brancaccio acknowledges that he was an
unlikely African-American studies pioneer.
As a Ph.D. candidate at Rutgers in the early
1960s, he couldn’t make ends meet as a teaching
assistant so he augmented his income substitute
teaching. In the public schools of the BedfordStuyvesant neighborhood of New York he got
to know African-American students and talked

“The thing about libraries,” said Frances Parker, is that “people think
of them as historical holding tanks. That’s one function. But you have to
have the modern materials. It’s essential to keep the library up to date.”
From 1974 until her retirement in May as assistant director of public services, Parker kept up with technological advances that boosted
Miller Library rung after rung.
In the 1980s she advocated adoption of CD-ROMs, which expedited indexing. In 1989 she chaired the committee that championed
replacing the card catalogue with an automated system for acquisitions,
cataloguing and circulation. And she labored long on the Colby, Bates
and Bowdoin shared online catalog that evolved in the ’90s. When she
learned to write Web pages in 1994, she was, she said, one of three or
four people “in on the beginning of the Web at Colby.”
For the library, the Web was a tool to get at information. And getting at information, Parker says, is more interesting and challenging
now than it was 28 years ago.
“The whole point is, where do
you go to find it,” she said.
“Good students were absolutely
determined to find what they were
looking for,” she said. As a reference
librarian—her favorite part of the
job—she helped students formulate
“a lot of weird but wonderful questions” to end up with one question
that had an answer. “They wouldn’t
believe that something didn’t exist.
They’re go-getters. They made us stretch,” she said.
In terms of growth and change, Colby’s library is right where it
needs to be, Parker says.
“If librarians did everything today as they did in 1974, we wouldn’t
have Internet information, we’d still be going through the Readers’
Guide,” she said. “It’s been a remarkable time to be a librarian.”

literature with the young African-American
teachers. He learned about black authors who
had not drawn the attention of mainstream
American letters—Malcolm X before he published his autobiography, for example.
He also learned about teaching. “I learned
survival techniques—not to be a tough guy, but
to teach,” he said. “Everyone wants to learn.”
At Colby his interest in black literature was
the tinder, and his first encounter with the late
history professor Jack Foner provided the spark.
“This was one of the great things of my life,”
he said. Together the pair offered one of the
richest programs in African-American studies
in the country at the time, and their friendship
endured for three decades, until Foner’s death
two years ago.
With one last batch of finals to grade, Brancaccio was asked if he had regrets. “Not really
regrets,” he said, “It’s [just] that there are a lot
of exciting things that are going on here.”

tom longstaff

Crawford Family Professor
of Religious Studies Thomas
Longstaff, a Biblical scholar and
archaeologist, thinks the current
emphasis on academic research is
good for both faculty and students.
And he has this to say about those
who disagree: “They would have
been one of the really great minds
of the nineteenth century.”
Longstaff’s progressive attitude
might seem at odds with his background in things archaic, but he chaired the committee on academic
computing and his research interests include new technology use in his
fields. Faculty research “was desirable when I came here. It is necessary
now,” said Longstaff, who arrived at Colby in 1969 and retired in May.
Longstaff serves as associate director of archaeological excavations
at Sepphoris, Israel, in addition to his classroom teaching and Biblical
research. “I want among my colleagues people who care about being
good at what they do and who are willing to expose their ideas to the
criticism of others and to make contributions to their field,” he said.
As Colby’s faculty has evolved, so has the student body, Longstaff said.
Students arrive at Colby knowing a whole lot more about the world,
the sciences and languages than their predecessors did. Still, Longstaff
wants students to realize there is more to life than grade point averages.
“The best students are the ones who have a life,” he said.
Longstaff believes the College ultimately has progressed in the right
directions. The most important challenges he still sees are diversifying the student body and faculty to make Colby more welcoming for
minorities and dealing with social problems like alcohol abuse.
However, he does not succumb to the temptation to offer unsolicited counsel to his peers. “I think the best thing I would want to say
is ‘I trust you,’” Longstaff said.
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wit & wisdom
“When we talk about the nature of our
culture as a melting pot, I think we’re
moving towards a purée, not a stew. We live
in a culture where there are more shopping
malls than high schools, and I want my
children living in a melting pot.”
Activist and vice presidential candidate Winona
LaDuke in a lecture at Colby April 25.
“The truth is, this is not a huge market.
Opening up Cuba could be significant for
some individual companies and farmers.
But it would not have a major impact on
the American economy as a whole.”
Ken Rodman (government) in a May 22
Investors Business Daily story on the economic
effect of lifting U.S. economic sanctions
on Cuba.
“First impressions aside, Mundy’s talk
was tremendous.”
Whitney King (chemistry) after describing
colleague Brad Mundy’s enormous “Bozeman”
belt buckle and the cowboy boots he wore when
he came as a candidate for a position
in chemistry.

“It’s just unbelievable, some of the
behaviors. I’m not saying all the lawyers; I
would say . . . 15 percent of your lawyers
are kind of out of control. But a lot of the
skills you learn as a third-grade teacher you
can apply to lawyers. So the answer is ‘yes.’
And time out? Yes. We do time outs a lot.”
Federal District Court Judge Ann Claire
Williams, recipient of the second Morton Brody
Distinguished Judicial Award (and a third grade
teacher before she took up the law), answering a
question from Marilyn Mavrinac (education
emerita) on similarities between teaching third
grade and running a courtroom.
“I hope that isn’t symbolic. The president
starts talking about the future and
the lights go out.”

“Sometimes the student body is criticized
for being apathetic, but such turnout
demonstrates that students and student
leaders alike are committed to bettering
the student government.”
Jennifer Coughlin ’02, Student Government
Association president commending student
turnout at an SGA meeting regarding revisions
to the SGA constitution.
“You will hear over and over again that
people were tiny 200 years ago, and that
comes from the surviving clothing. I’ll be
the first to tell you that it’s not true. The
reason the clothing we have today has
survived is because it was too small for its
owners and never wore out.”

President Bro Adams at an all-staff retreat
on campus June 11, after an electrical problem
caused lights to go off temporarily in the tent
where staff had assembled on Dana lawn.

Edward Maeder, curator of textiles at Historic
Deerfield (Mass.), speaking at Colby April 22.

“Smallpox is probably the most dangerous
bioweapon around right now, it is easy to
make, and the former Soviet Union holds
large quantities of it in its laboratories.”

“The simple answer to ‘why trust in
government rose’ is the rally-round-the-flag
effect: We love government more when
government is threatened. But that’s like
desert rain. It evaporates very quickly.”

David Shlaes, vice president of infectious disease
research at Wyeth Pharmaceuticals, during a
lecture titled “The National Response
to Bioterrorism” April 8.

Cal Mackenzie (government) quoted in the
May 31 Washington Post.

Marks of Distinction
Colby in print got a new look this spring when the College introduced an
updated seal and a new logotype. The new marks, shown here, will be featured
on stationery, publications, the Colby Web site, campus vehicles, lecterns
and bookstore merchandise from notebooks to glassware to apparel.
“Institutions periodically review and update their identity marks, and it
had been almost 20 years since Colby last revised the College seal—that’s
when the first English-language version was introduced,” Director of Communications Stephen Collins ’74 said.
As the College took stock of itself through the strategic planning process,
it hired the Massachusetts design firm Corey McPherson Nash to take stock
of its graphic image and to work on a formal graphic identity system. The
primary goal was to create a consistent look wherever the identity may be
applied and therefore to raise the visibility of the College and improve the
recognition, primarily with prospective students and their parents.
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The two main elements of the identity are a crisper version of the
starburst seal and a new logotype (how “Colby” appears alone). A new
stationery system was introduced, and official typefaces were specified for
Colby publications and correspondence. The changeover is expected to be
well along by the time students return to campus in the fall, though some
elements, like campus signage, will take longer to convert.

Common Language for Uncommon Understanding
The show was a drag—but the
packed house in the Page Commons
room couldn’t get enough.
An evening at Cotter Union in
May was devoted to cross-dressed
performers and recitation of sobering statistics about discrimination
against queer people in the U.S. The
audience of students, faculty and
administrators gave an enthusiastic
thumbs-up to the show. Organizers
and performers also were praised
by the guest of honor, President
Bro Adams, for “connect[ing] their
intellectual lives and interests with
social and cultural life in a serious
but also inviting way.”
The show was a success, but like
most public triumphs it was the culmination of considerable behind-the-scenes work
and, in this case, discomfiting discussion.
This was the splashiest of the socialaction projects carried out by students in a
new course, Alternative Popular Cultures,
first offered this spring. The course was
prompted by requests from students who
wanted to investigate queer studies—who
wanted a course that would look at society
“through the lens of queer culture.”
They asked Professor Margaret McFadden
to teach the course, and she agreed, though
her expertise is in the study of gender or race
as represented in mainstream culture, especially movies and television. Queer studies, a
relatively new field, presented personally and
culturally challenging issues, the class found.
In fact, the issues are so challenging that the
students and their professor spent considerable time talking to each other about how they
would talk to each other. “We really had to
work together as a class . . . to find a common
language,” said Lizzie Parks ’03.
One of the first steps, students said, was
to introduce the word “queer,” an umbrella
term that helped ease the anxiety of identity
politics. “Queer,” according to McFadden,
describes “anyone who chafes under the
current arrangement of gender and sexuality
norms in this culture.”

But even after becoming versed in the
phraseology of queer culture, it was slow
going. “It was pretty disappointing initially
because the entire point of the class is queer
life, queer history, queer visibility for queer
people,” Parks said. “It is not how dominant
culture will respond to gay disco or whatever.
A large percentage of the class kept turning it
around on themselves, putting their position in
the center, [and] it was silencing the conversation that needed to take place.”
The class, said Julie Land ’04, “needed
loosening up.” Students turned to less formal
gatherings, like baking cookies and “crazy hat
day” as an antidote to inhibition in the classroom itself. “I never anticipated that I would
need to establish connections outside of the
classroom,” said Ellie Berlin ’02. “It’s one
of the hardest classes to get personal and to
open yourself [in], but it’s the most necessary.
Knowing that other people are there [because]
they’re interested—that’s the thing that links
us. It makes it easier to share your opinions.”
So the collection of international students
and football players, straight and queer students, began to gel. Land said what emerged
was “a community in itself,” which approached
its next challenge—raising queer visibility at
Colby—with vigor.
The drag show—featuring McFadden

in Dorothy’s ruby red slippers
and Land and Jaime Muehl ’02 as
tuxedoed emcees—was followed
by a rally for victims of gay-oriented assault. That event gathered
protesters at the flagpole in Miller
Quad; a rainbow flag was flown at
half-mast. A forum a few weeks later
invited students to come and discuss
whether by raising the rainbow flag
activists had gone too far.
One of the creators of the forum,
Mike Meloski ’02, said the event was
aimed at bringing new voices into
the discussion. “I think a lot of the
campus feels like the same people
are always talking about the issue.
So with two queer people and two
straight people [running it] we get a
different crowd.”
While she declares that the bottom line is
that “we’re all homophobic,” Parks, another
organizer of the forum, said the challenge is
to understand our homophobia and work
through it as a class and as individuals, to
address each person’s internalized homophobia and create a better atmosphere on the
Colby campus.
The momentum generated likely will
continue into the future. Students and faculty are exploring the possibility of creating a
gay and lesbian alumni association, and hope
to gauge the interest of the alumni body in
such an undertaking. This fall the course
will be offered again. And while it’s already
over-enrolled, to some students that is not
enough. “If everyone took this class, it would
be a different campus. . . . This class matters,”
said Berlin. “If I had taken this class freshman
year, I would have felt comfortable going to
Bridge meetings and establishing myself as
an ally. . . . That’s the way change is going to
happen—straight kids and everybody leaving
their comfort zones, going to meetings, opening themselves up.”
If everyone thought in those terms,
Berlin said, Colby would be a safer place.
“Not just for queer students,” she said, “but
for everybody.” —Leila Porteous ’02
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From the Hill faculty

A Long Path

Virginia Long’s career leads from rafters to the laboratory

V

irginia Long was a carpenter with a bachelor’s degree
in religion, adept at framing, siding, roofing, interior
trim. This was in Chapel Hill, N.C., and Long worked
outdoors year-round as her co-op contracting company
built houses and did renovations.
And then she decided she didn’t want to do carpentry.
She didn’t want to work outside in the winter. “I thought
about what I wanted to do,” she said. “I thought about
sign language, actually. I’d learned a little of that.”
But as Long mulled her future more, it hit her. “Physics
was like a lightbulb going off in my head,” she said.
An unlikely lightbulb. Long had taken only one physics
course in her life, and that was in high school, and she hadn’t
even liked the class. But physics came back into her life.
“It was because I read books for lay people about physics, just for my own entertainment,” she said. “The Dancing
Wu Li Masters is one. The Tao of Physics. And then, even
more than those, I read Ursula LeGuin.”
Long laughed, shook her head.
“This will be embarrassing to admit. In almost all of
her books a theoretical physicist is the hero. . . . That’s
the hero I wanted to be, I guess. But there was this other flip side of
it. It was so cool to figure out the laws of the universe. I also thought,
well, I won’t have to wear nylons to work. Or learn to type. . . . It was
because I didn’t want to work for somebody else in an office.”
Long has an office now, in the Mudd Building. In her second year
at Colby, she doesn’t work for somebody else, unless, of course, it’s the
College and her students. Her carpentry tools are home, she doesn’t
miss house building, and last semester she was enjoying herself more
and more in the classroom. Long still is on the path she chose, though
it’s been a long and sometimes daunting one.
She had to start from scratch. For three years she took undergraduate physics at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She
retook undergraduate math, sitting in classrooms with students 10
years younger. When her undergraduate requirements were fulfilled,
Long kept going.
In the Ph.D. program at Chapel Hill, she considered nuclear physics
but eventually settled on solid state physics, the study of materials that
are solid as opposed to molecules in a gaseous or liquid state. Long did
three years of post-doctoral research at the State University of New
York at Binghamton and has continued her research at Colby. She wrote
and had accepted a National Science Foundation grant before arriving
at Colby. With matching funds from the College, the grant allowed for
purchase of a spectrometer, “a very excellent one,” Long said.
She studies fullerines, Carbon 60 arranged in a very symmetric
cage, different from diamond or graphite. “It looks kind of like soot,”
Long said. Fullerines can be combined with polymers to make a thin
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film. Though there are potential uses in photovoltaic cells and other
technology, Long is less interested in studying applications than in
how the C60 molecules interact with the polymer chain.
The interactions are hinted at in the vibrations of the molecule.
Long’s work involves study of the vibrations through spectroscopy,
but these days her work mostly revolves around her students.
As a junior faculty member, Long is frank about the learning process—both hers and her students’. Most of her teaching experience
had been in discussion groups, and large-class lectures in introductory
courses were “a huge leap,” she said. “It was partly the material, getting
back up to speed on the material and having it at my fingertips enough
to answer questions. . . . I think I’m finally getting more relaxed in the
classroom, having more fun. I still know it’s a huge amount of work.
Even my weekends are pretty much full, preparing for classes.”
During the summer the load lightens enough so Long only works a
normal work day, which leaves time for running, birding (she recounts
with delight her sighting of a scarce cerulean warbler in Perkins Arboretum), hiking and gardening (she loves to raise vegetables). But becoming
a better teacher, like learning to build a house, takes time. Unlike a
construction project, the process never ends.
“Even though I have improved and I’m having more fun and my
students probably are having more fun, I still have a ways to go,” she said.
“It’s not a short process, in my experience, to learn to do it well.”
And building houses? Long says she doesn’t miss it. “I do miss
being strong enough,” she said. “I just started working out in the
gym.”—Gerry Boyle ’78

how we teach
At first glance, it appeared to be a campus
tour. But the “tour guide,” gesturing toward the
Mudd Science Building, was Colby staff architect
Joe Feely. The discussion was of variations on
Georgian-style architecture, the symmetry of
Beaux Arts campus plans, whether buildings are
aesthetically “successful.”
The class was Philosophy and Art (Philosophy
298) taught by Bob McArthur, Christian A. Johnson
Professor of Integrative Liberal Learning. McArthur
was there, surveying cornices and porticoes with
the rest of the group, but he had stepped off to
one side as yet another guest lecturer helped
students see an artist’s perspective.
Feely’s presentation on campus design followed Tina Wentzel (theater and dance) on the
nature of dance. Pianist Cheryl Tschanz Newkirk,

(music) who has played Carnegie Hall, among
many other venues, spoke to the class about
why performers perform. Jon Hallstrom (music),
who conducts, composes and teaches computer
music at Colby and Juilliard, spoke on what composers do.
For many students it was a broadening experience. “I never even recognized [computer music]
as an art form,” said Russ Casper ’02.
He does now, and like other students in the
class, he views art from a different perspective.
The course moved from Chinese ceramics to the
Colby College Museum of Art to Kant, from Plato
to Versailles to Andy Warhol. In addition to viewing art and meeting artists, students designed a
memorial of the September 11 terrorist attacks.
Submissions ranged from a structure that floated

photo: Brian speer; Illustration: Leo pando

Seniors Award Tie
After Student Government Association clerks counted and recounted
hundreds of ballots cast by seniors for the 2002 Charles Bassett Teaching
Award, they declared a tie. Who better to be in such a problematic vote
than elections expert Government Professor Tony Corrado, who finished
in a dead heat with Assistant Professor of Chemistry Das Thamattoor?
The winners addressed an audience in Lorimer Chapel on May 2.
Thamattoor, sporting the Red Sox cap presented to him by the seniors,
said he was honored, thrilled, excited—and puzzled—by the award. “You
see, I teach organic chemistry,” he said, describing it as a subject generally
avoided by students.
Organic chemistry plays a role in cars, houses and food, he said. It also
allows terrorists to make bombs out of the same stuff that grows crops.
Organic chemistry can have a hand in the poisoning of food, environmental
damage and drug abuse, but September 11 underscored the importance of
the anthrax vaccine. “How can we not learn more about science?” he asked.
“It’s part of the intellectual equipment of an educated person.”
Make choices, make a difference, Thamattoor counseled graduating
seniors. “The dedication, passion and talent shown here [at Colby] will
keep you in good stead. It’s up to you.”
When Corrado spoke he offered lessons learned from campaign finance
reform work. “Always be willing to challenge conventional wisdom,” he
said, stressing that “individuals can make a difference.” Dozens of his Colby
students researched thousands of political commercials to debunk the arguments made by opponents of campaign finance reform, he said, adding that
this work, done at Colby, paid off when reforms were enacted.
“It really does make a difference who serves in office,” Corrado told
the seniors. Stay educated about issues, bring about dialogue in the political process, then vote, he said. The 2000 presidential election was a good
indication that everyone’s ballot is important, he said, going on to offer an
even better example: “One more vote to Das, and you wouldn’t have had to
listen to all this.”

in Johnson Pond to a grove of apple trees that
would bear fruit every September.
Students’ assessments of their peers’ work was
influenced by the course itself. “We learned to look
at art in terms of an artist’s intention rather than
just our own impressions,” said Katy Bruski ’02.
She and friend Jennifer Coughlin ’02 said the class
spilled over into dorms and cafeterias. “We’ve had
some heated discussions about what is art and
what isn’t,” Coughlin said.
McArthur, meanwhile, said it was the students
who raised the quality of the discussion beyond his
expectations. “It was breathtaking. It was unlike
anything I’ve ever experienced as a teacher,” he
said. “I’ve been amazed. They’ve taken this class
to the next level.”

Stuff R.E.S.C.U.E.d
	Every May students
face the puzzle of fitting an entire dorm
room’s wor th of
clothes, housewares and even
furniture into
the tr unk and
backseat of the
family car. Too
often the lastminute rush leaves
officials at colleges
throughout the
country with their
own puzzle—how to
deal with dumpsters
overflowing with good, albeit used, stuff.
To keep salvageable items from going to the landfill this year, students, faculty and staff at Colby formed RESCUE (Recycle Everything!
Save Colby’s Usable Excess) and set up drop-off sites and orange
collection boxes in every residence hall. Then, after students had
moved out, volunteers sorted through clothing, school supplies, rugs
and furniture.
Dale DeBlois (PPD), one of the co-chairs of the initiative, reported
that some of the materials were distributed to area nonprofits in May
and June, and there’s a tractor-trailer load of yard-sale material that
will be offered to students, staff, faculty and townspeople next fall,
with proceeds to offset some of the cost of the RESCUE program.
More than 3,000 pieces of clothing were RESCUEd, and only 4 percent of them had to be discarded, DeBlois said. Some 150 rugs and
carpets also were salvaged. Fifteen employees and about a dozen
students participated in the effort.
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From the Hill students

Staged and
Screened

For Noah Charney, Colby was a
treasure trove of opportunities

N

oah Charney ’02 is a film buff. More
broadly he’s a performance junkie, whether
it’s film, stage or rock n’ roll. But during his
first year at Colby he attended a screening
of the film The Usual Suspects that Professor
David Lubin organized, and he was struck by
the discussion afterward and the response of
the students: “They really just loved it.”
Charney was so enthusiastic that, with a
little urging from Lubin, he started a weekly
series in which a professor would introduce a
film, often a classic, and perhaps stick around
to moderate a discussion afterward. Lubin
departed that summer (for another position),
but Charney’s Colby Film Society thrived. And
though Charney graduated in May, the society
will endure, since two members of the Class
of ’05, Hannah Emery and Aaron Charniak,
have stepped up to run it next year.
Charney was one of those students intent on
wringing everything possible out of four years
at Colby, but he was unusual in the purposeful
way he approached that mission. “When I first
looked at Colby, I went to three classes,” he
said. So did his mother, so did his father. That
was the beginning of Charney’s research. It
continued as he listened to his peers. “By the
end of freshman year, so many
friends had said, ‘Oh my god,
you’ve got to take . . .’”
Charney did.
“I had this checklist of professors I wanted to have before
I finished, and I actually got
all the way through it—Larissa Taylor [history] was the
last,” he said. In order to
check Taylor off, he took four
courses for credit and audited
two more during his last
semester. His parents stayed
involved in his undergraduate studies through Charney’s
four years at Colby; his father,
James Charney, reported just
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before commencement that he had attended at
least one class with each professor Noah had
at Colby. “One hundred percent,” he said.
Both parents, James and Diane of New
Haven, Conn., said they were pleasantly
astonished by the ways that Colby students
engage with faculty members outside the
classroom—informally as Noah did as well as
through programs like the residence-hall book
seminars and “Take a Professor to Lunch.”
But Charney’s quest hasn’t been limited
to course work. “I think you can learn so
much from them outside the classroom that
I’m always looking for opportunities to meet
with faculty members. . . . One of the reasons
I chose Colby was that it was an environment
that was really conducive to that, and professors were here because they like interacting
with students and teaching. . . . I go to professors’ houses for dinner, we go to lunch, we go
to the pub. That’s one of my favorite things
about it.”
By recruiting popular faculty members to
introduce Film Society events he’s learned that
many professors have their own “cult followings,” and the films are a way for students and
faculty from different departments to cross-

pollinate intellectually.
He’s had a similar experience with his
interest in theater. In four years he has been
involved in more than a dozen plays, including
performances or readings of a half-dozen of
his own original scripts. And though none of
them has been a formal Theater and Dance
Department production, Charney has drawn
the faculty from that department into his
projects and collaborated with them on others.
One of his plays, “Breakfast with Magritte,”
which was produced at Colby a year and a
half ago, recently won the national Horizons
South Young Playwrights Contest, earning the
young playwright a trip to Atlanta for a drama
symposium in June.
Then there’s his band, The Jump Into (“A
band from Waterville, ME, playing original
rock music with a punk and emo influence,”
according to www.geocities.com/thejumpinto).
The Jump Into released a self-produced CD
this spring, including one title—“The Night
the Blue Light Went Out”—that places the
CD solidly on Mayflower Hill.
A bio on the band’s Web site says Charney’s
goal is to be “a rockstar/playwright/novelist/art
collector, living in London,” and the only one
of those descriptors he’s unsure
he’ll attain is rock star.
Accepted at Cambridge
University (U.K.) for a Ph.D.
program in art history, Charney deferred for a year so he
can get a master’s first, from
the art history and museum
program at the Courtauld
Institute, affiliated with the
University of London. “For
art history it’s the best place in
the world,” said the art history
and English double major, who
will study with just five other
students in the master’s program. —Stephen Collins ’74

Watson Fellow Researches Ecuadorian Migrants
people. “Leading migraWhen Anna L’Homme
tion scholars tend to have
dieu ’02 studied in Quito,
a mixed background,” said
Ecuador, last year, she
L’Hommedieu, an interoften saw Ecuadorians
national studies major
standing in long lines
and economics minor.
in front of the Spanish
After L’Hommedieu’s
embassy waiting for temown “despedida” (goodporary work permits. Soon
bye ceremony) in Oregon
she will join them.
this summer, she will
With more than 60
travel to Ecuador and
p e r c e n t o f E c u a d o r ’s
on to Spain, where she
population unemployed
will live in immigrant
or underemployed, the
communities in Madrid,
mass migration to Spain
Barcelona and rural
reflects a desperation
regions for a few months
f o r j o b s a n d m o n e y,
at a time, moving as the
says L’Hommedieu. To
migrant population does.
research immigration Anna L’Hommedieu ’02
L’Hommedieu plans to use
policies between the two
countries and document the daily lives of a digital camera and tape recorder to record
the 150,000-200,000 Ecuadorian migrants the lives of undocumented and documented
in Spain, L’Hommedieu will spend a year Ecuadorian migrants at home, at work and
as a temporary immigrant—and a 2002-03 in public. Last year in Quito L’Hommedieu
interviewed men, women and children from
Thomas J. Watson Foundation Fellow.
L’Hommedieu’s project, “Temporary Immi- the city’s streets, buses and universities for a
grants: A Permanent Solution?” incorporates paper on machismo.
To analyze Ecuador and Spain’s bilateral
sociology, economics and anthropology to
document the movement and displacement of policies and their economic implications,

L’Hommedieu will meet with government
officials and with representatives of organizations in Barcelona and Madrid that protect
immigrant workers’ rights. She will also interview Spaniards on attitudes towards the influx
of temporary workers into their country.
L’Hommedieu sees Spain and Ecuador as
a microcosm of migration disputes all over
the world. Wages sent home by Ecuadorians
working abroad, predominantly as unskilled
laborers in the agricultural sector and in
homes, restaurants and hotels, are Ecuador’s
largest source of income after petroleum, says
L’Hommedieu.
“This is a huge deal for two countries,” said
L’Hommedieu. “Human labor, as capital, is
moving freely from one country to another.
Does it create problems or a solution? How
do countries collaborate?”
The culmination of L’Hommedieu’s project will include an exhibition in Quito of her
photographs and biographical sketches, so
Ecuadorians can view their fellow citizen’s
lives abroad.
L’Hommedieu expects to return home to
her family after 12 months away—a plan many
migrants abroad would envy. —Alicia Nemiccolo
MacLeay ’97
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Alvin and the Researchers
If research-based learning at Colby needed a poster boy, it could do worse
than Matt “Rocky” Severs ’02. After examining pond sediments in Bermuda
for evidence of sea levels rising over the past 11 millennia, Severs did some
fairly intensive work on a bedrock formation just southeast of Moosehead
Lake—mapping, geochemical analysis, magnetic variation.
Then a January internship opportunity opened up for him and Beth
Dushman ’03, and both went to sea for 35 days on the research vessel
Atlantis. They served as assistants in the deployment of the Alvin deep-sea
submersible and as lab technicians analyzing geologic samples from the
East Pacific Rise.
Severs had the nickname Rocky long before he switched his major to
geology, even before he arrived at Colby from Indiana expecting to major in
history. “Geology offered me more opportunities to do things I enjoy, like
outdoor research and travel,” he said. He took a mineralogy course with
Professor Don Allen, “the hard rock guy,” in the fall of his sophomore year and
soon was taken with what he called “a tight and very strong department.”
Asked about his ambitious research schedule, which he fit around a semester at St. Andrews University in Scotland, Severs said, “Basically, scientific
curiosity is what drives it. For starters, as an undergraduate you don’t generally
do research unless you actively pursue it.” And pursue it he did, with Bruce
Rueger (senior teaching associate) in Bermuda and Allen in Maine.
Then, when Assistant Professor Jennifer Shosa injured her knee, she
ceded her space working on the Alvin cruise to her students. “Very few professional oceanographers get the opportunity to be part of an Alvin cruise,
and I thought the fact that Colby undergraduate science majors had— and
took— the opportunity was pretty incredible,” Shosa said. She arranged a

Beth Dushman ’03 and Matt
“Rocky” Severs ’02 inside the
Alvin research submarine.
Above, the Alvin is lowered
into the sea.
research grant through Colby’s
Howard Hughes Medical Institute funding, and the pair of students spent more than a month
at sea studying with Karen Von Damm of the University of New Hampshire,
an expert on sea-floor hydrothermal vents called “black smokers.”
“I didn’t want to pass it up,” Severs said. “It was a great opportunity . . . to
see science in the real world.” And he liked what he saw. So, after graduating
magna cum laude with honors in his major, Rocky Severs headed for more
geology research, at Virginia Tech, where he’s entering a Ph.D. program.
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From the Hill media

Documentary filmmaker Caleb Cooks
sees racial issues through the camera lens

Is the Thing

F

or filmmaker Caleb Cooks ’93, it’s the mission, not the money. And
for Cooks the mission is race. “It’s a journey I feel that I have to be
a part of,” he said. “This race thing, it’s in my blood.”
His choice of projects ranges from the 2003 PBS series Matters of Race
to an award-winning public service announcement about the backlash
against Muslim and Islamic Americans following September 11.
Cooks is currently a director, writer and executive producer overseeing television and film projects for the New York production company
Edgeworx. He joined Edgeworx in September of 2001 after four years
at PBS headquarters in Alexandria, Va., heading development of the
network’s digital advertising department, which promoted programs
like Antiques Roadshow using the high definition TV format.
Cooks’s first project as executive producer at Edgeworx was a 30second public service announcement in collaboration with the National
Geographic Channel. “I got to New York and realized it made the
most sense to do a project I felt tied into—the extraordinary recovery
of this city,” said Cooks. The emotionally charged result, “The Road,”
features non-actors from Brooklyn promoting tolerance and unity. It
recently won a 2002 Promax award for best cable PSA.
In his position at Edgeworx Cooks remains involved with PBS, working on projects like Matters of Race with producer Orlando Bagwell.
The documentary is scheduled for broadcast in January. Cooks calls
it a documentary unlike any he’s ever seen. Matters of Race will feature
narration by people “who are not scholars,” he said,
“but people who are mixed or Latino or Native
American. They might not even know who they
are.” The creators hope to create a national dialogue on race in America by bringing viewers into
study circles on college campuses before and after
the broadcast.
“It’s really interesting how this project reminds
me of what I was doing not even 10 years ago,” said
Cooks, who made a 30-minute film on the marginality of students of color for a sociology class
his senior year at Colby. He went on to serve as
project director for Tolerance on Campus: Establishing Common Ground, a 1993-95 program at
Colby funded by a Philip Morris Foundation grant
to deal with racial conflict on college campuses.
For two years Cooks lived in Runnals Building and
helped students produce movies about diversity
and tolerance. “I think diversity is more internal
than external,” said Cooks. “It’s experiences—your
beliefs.”
Caleb Cooks ’93
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In 1995 the opportunity to write and produce a 90-minute documentary for US AID on the post-apartheid housing situation in South
African townships came along. For six weeks Cooks worked with a
film crew, visited townships and met the people who were bringing
the first running water and electricity to their neighborhoods. “That
was life-changing,” said Cooks, who had never been abroad before.
In 2000, while a producer at PBS, Cooks began working independently on a documentary about D.C.-based Hip Hop Theater Junction.
“They’re really flipping black theater into new meaning, fusing hip-hop
performance technique with actual Shakespearean acting,” he said. The
12-member group attracts audiences ranging from hard-core hip-hop
enthusiasts to white, older theatergoers. “They’re coming out and
seeing twenty-something African Americans on stage break dancing,”
Cooks said. “That’s the type of cultural homogenization that I’m very
interested in.”
Hip Hop Theater Junction performed the first hip-hop theater
play ever staged at the Kennedy Center. The play, Rhyme Deferred, is
the Biblical story of brothers Cain and Abel, but flipped, says Cooks.
It centers on the divide between hip-hop’s original noncommercial
honesty and its contemporary flash. “Kain is a very commercialized
emcee and Gabe is underground,” Cooks said, “and yet each one still
feels the need to emulate the other.”
In February Cooks optioned the rights to develop Rhyme Deferred

into a feature-length screenplay and wants to produce it as an independent musical on film—“sort of Moulin Rouge meets Dancer in the
Dark, but for hip-hop,” he said. He has several networks interested in
the project, including PBS, and hopes to release the documentary and
Rhyme Deferred as a television series and as companion components
on a DVD. “It’s the first-ever fully packaged program on this subject,”
Cooks said.
He hopes all of his films express his vision and values. That means
making sure a film crew realizes and believes in “the point of why we’re
all in this thing together.” It’s a philosophy he also applies to life.
—Alicia Nemiccolo MacLeay ’97

Mapping the Gospels
A Synopsis of Mark
Thomas R.W. Longstaff (religious studies) and
David Barrett Peabody
Trinity Press International (2002)

Biblical scholar Thomas R.W. Longstaff likes complexity and solving
very difficult problems. Discerning the literary relationships between
the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke from the original Greek would
certainly qualify. Longstaff has studied the first three Gospels’ considerable parallels since he was a doctoral candidate more than 30 years
ago, and he is now considered an expert on the Synoptic Problem.
“The three synoptic Gospels—Matthew, Mark and Luke—are so
closely similar in both content and language that most scholars conclude that there must be a literary relationship among them,” explained
Longstaff. “Since the Gospels are primary sources for understanding
early Christian history and thought, it’s important to know the sequence
in which the Gospels were written.”
Traditionally, synopses have been simple black and white publications. To make close comparisons of literary patterns synoptic scholars
have had to tediously color code passages and shift back and forth from
volume to volume. “The cost of setting type in four or more colors
with colored underlining, dashed underlining, double underlining, in
parallel columns, precisely aligned has been prohibitively expensive,”
said Longstaff. “To my knowledge no one has attempted it.”
So, Longstaff did it one better. In May he published the first CDformat synopsis, A Synopsis of Mark, with co-author David B. Peabody.
The effort is a fundamental advancement in synoptic research. The
CD includes the full text of the Gospel of Mark from the original
Greek New Testament along with the parallels in Matthew and Luke
in a user-friendly format. Relationships are illustrated with colored
text, underlines and column definition, and moving from one passage
to another requires only a convenient click of the mouse. “In the most
complex cases we were able to print six or seven columns, instead of
the conventional three, to illustrate relationships as they have never
before been illustrated,” Longstaff said.
A Synopsis of Mark can be used independently by scholars or as a
companion to a print commentary on Mark to be released in the fall.
Longstaff and Peabody already have plans to publish a complete CD
synopsis of Matthew, Mark and Luke incorporating new technology
borrowed from games and virtual reality. “It represents the future for
synopsis publication,” Longstaff said of the new format.
It also raises new possibilities for answering old questions. —Alicia
Nemiccolo MacLeay ’97

recent releases
Tropical Pioneers: Human Agency and Ecological Change in the
Highlands of Sri Lanka, 1800-1900
James L.A. Webb Jr. (history)
Ohio University Press (2002)
Webb investigates the 19th-century ecological history of Sri Lanka’s Kandyan highlands,
when the British began carving permanent
corridors through the island’s dense rainforest to introduce coffee, cinchona and tea
plantations. Kandyan villagers exploited the
opportunity in turn by making extensive use
of slash-and-burn agriculture. In one century
one of the most biologically diverse tropical
rainforests in the world was transformed by
economic and ecological forces in the form of
seeds, tools, animals and ideas, and by 1900
only a few craggy corners and mountain caps had been spared.
Singing to the Jinas: Jain Laywomen, Mandal Singing and the
Negotiations of Jain Devotion
M. Whitney Kelting ’88
Oxford University Press (2001)
While Western scholars of the Indian religion Jainism have typically
focused on religious texts, practices and social expectations that favor
male participation, the Jain community relies on laywomen in religious
education, in key rituals and as the locus of religious knowledge. In
this fieldwork-based study Kelting found that Jain women both accept
and rewrite their idealized roles and interpret their religion in a form
that honors their participation.
A Stone Bridge North: Reflections in a New Life
Kate Maloy ’67
Counterpoint (2002)
To leave her “careful, right-angled, urban
existence” in Pittsburgh, Maloy moves to
northern Vermont with her teenage son and
new lover. A practicing Quaker, Maloy yearns
for the radical simplicity of rural Vermont
and through the lens of her faith examines
childhood traumas, past loves, failed friendships, childrearing, the delights of her new
soul mate and global issues like democracy
and war. Maloy’s faith and her insistence on
leading an examined life allow her to willingly accept failure and imperfection as part
of the process of self-development.
Maine Environmental Law Handbook, second edition
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson
ABS Consulting/Government Institutes (2002)
Lawyers, business owners and landowners needing information on
Maine’s environmental and land use regulations can turn to this comprehensive handbook for details in non-legalese language. In this
update co-author and environmental lawyer Gregory M. Cunningham
’88 included 12 years of changes in laws, regulations and court decisions in areas from asbestos and water quality to nuclear waste and
underground oil storage.
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X

Smart Choice

Track star Xavier Garcia finds inspiration in Division III

avier Garcia ’05 is at the starting line of
the All-New England Championships
400-meter race. This is all New England
track and field, mind you, including Division
I athletes. His upbeat training partner, Pat
Harner ’05, says to him, “Guys out here are
being paid to do this. You’re out here because
you love it.”
Love is only half the story. Actually, only a
third. Garcia steps to the line in the field events
of track and field, too. He’s like a three-sport
man: runner, hurdler, triple jumper.
“You have to be prepared mentally to go
back and forth between events,” said Garcia.
He did a lot of that preparing in high school
in Stoneham, Mass., as the New England
intermediate hurdles champion and the Massachusetts decathlon champ—that’s 10 events
in two days. “Track is eighty percent mind,
twenty percent body,” he said. “Once I tuned
my mind into knowing what I’d do at Colby,
I set my goals.”
All he did was set three freshman and one
school record.
At the NESCAC championship meet he
ran legs on the winning 4x100 and 4x400 relay
teams, won the triple jump and set the freshman record in the intermediate hurdles with
a 55.65 third-place finish, surpassing the old
mark of 56.79 set in 1993.
Seeded number two in the Division III
Championships triple jump, he won with a leap
of 46' 8 1/4", breaking his freshman record.
He bested his own freshman intermediate
hurdles record in the trial heats at the New
England Division III Championships with a
time of 54.74. That same day he ran the second leg on the 4x100 relay team, whose time
of 42.08 cracked the school mark of 42.28 set
in 1992.
He holds the school freshman record in the
open 400 meters. His 48.73 in the All-New
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England Championships trial heats, breaking
the old mark of 49.31, is .01 second off the
school record.
That 400-meter run was his best performance this spring, Garcia says. Positioned
on the inside lane he keyed on a runner he’d
swapped victories with in high school. “I didn’t
beat him, but I was happy,” he said. In the final
he hit 48.96, good for eighth place in the field
of Division I juniors and seniors.
He took second in the All-New England
triple jump and finished the season with “the
fourth-best freshman jump in the country in
Division III,” said Jim Wescott, men’s track and
field coach. “To be close to qualifying for nationals in the 400, the intermediate hurdles and the
triple jump—he’s had a tremendous spring.”
Not getting to the national championships
was “a huge disappointment, actually,” Garcia
said. “I was disappointed with myself. That
reflects on how track is more mental than
physical. I didn’t make it indoors, so I had
myself already beat. Sometimes all it takes is
someone on the side to yell at you and the legs
go faster.”
Two years ago during Garcia’s college
search, his high school coach, Wayne Fillback
’64, provided packets of information and took
him on visits to Mayflower Hill. Garcia says
he considered Trinity and the University of
Connecticut and received offers to Division I
schools but chose Colby instead.
He passed up this spring’s ECAC championship meet held on the same day he had
final exams. “They went really well. I was
overprepared,” said Garcia, who made the
dean’s list this spring. That seems in character for somebody who does so many events
so well.
Garcia gives all the credit for his improvement in the triple jump to Debbie Aitken,
women’s team head coach. “Her knowledge is

Xavier Garcia ’05

amazing,” he said. “She broke down my triple
jump technique and started me over. We did
it and it paid off. Playing basketball the other
day I was able to dunk!” Not a bad leap for a
guy six feet tall.
He knows he didn’t need a Division I program in track to do well. “You can be Division
III and still be the world’s greatest. That’s how
I thought of it. I took the education,” he said.
—Robert Gillespie
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sports shorts

Women’s Crew Second in Nation

Colby’s women’s crew team took second place in the NCAA Division III national women’s rowing championship in Indianapolis in the
first weekend in June. The varsity eight boat finished fourth and the
junior varsity finished seventh to give Colby 11 points in the Division III points trophy results. Williams finished first in Division III,
followed by Colby and William Smith (N.Y.), which came in third.
“Things went very, very well for us,” said Coach Stewart Stokes.
“It’s a great accomplishment for the women’s crew and the entire
Colby crew program. It was the first-ever NCAA Division III women’s
rowing championship so it was a rather historic day, and for Colby to
be second overall was great.”
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Lacrosse Teams Make Final Four

Gabe Duncan-Roitman ’02 and Marcia Ingraham ’02
Colby’s lacrosse teams had
outstanding seasons, with both
the men and women advancing
to the NESCAC championship final
four at Middlebury. The men made
it to the final game by upsetting
higher-seeded Bowdoin 10-7 in the
semifinals. For the championship,
against two-time defending NCAA
Division III champion Middlebury,
the Mules stayed almost even in the
first half but lost 14-8. Rob Quinn,
in his first year at Colby, was named
NESCAC Coach of the Year after the
11-5 season.

In the women’s tournament
Colby drew the defending national
champion Middlebury team in the
semifinals. Despite strong play the
Mules never recovered from an
early Panthers’ onslaught and lost
20-9 but ended the season with a
10-4 record.
Seniors John Shea, Gabe
Duncan-Roitman and Marcia Ingraham were all named first-team allNESCAC picks. Barron Butler ’03
and Ben Winston ’03 were secondteam NESCAC for the men as was
Whitney Pearce ’02 for the women.

BASEBALL’s most dramatic victory came on a home run to break a
5-5 tie in the bottom of the last inning against NESCAC powerhouse
Trinity. The team scored a come-from-behind 4-3 win over Brandeis
and ended 9-22 overall, 3-9 in NESCAC. . . . SOFTBALL finished with
a 13-13-2 record after leading all opponents in nearly every offensive category, including hits, runs, RBIs, team batting average and
slugging percentage. Highlights included double-header wins over
USM, 13-2 and 2-1, and a win over St. Joe’s, 2-1. . . . WOMEN’S
TRACK AND FIELD saw seven individuals hit provisional qualifying
standards for the NCAA Division III national championships. Four made the cuts,
three of them in the hammer
throw. In the hammer event,
Michelle Keady ’03 finished seventh in the nation
to earn All-America honors
while Connie Beal ’03
finished ninth and Meg
McCusker ’02 13th. Also
at the nationals, Karima
Ummah ’04 finished 11th
in the triple jump. The team
placed third in the NESCAC
and New England Division III
championship meets. . . .
MEN’S TRACK AND FIELD
placed fifth in the NESCAC
meet and seventh in the Lee Rankin ’03
New England Division III
spring championship. Lee Rankin ’03, a three-time NCAA national
meet participant, led throwers while Nat Brown ’04 and Justin
Sukiennik ’03 anchored the middle and distance events. . . . MEN’S
CREW ended with a 7-1-1 dual racing record, defeating UNH for
the first time in seven years. The men’s and women’s teams were
victors in the CBB Championships. . . . MEN’S TENNIS achieved
a top-12 ITA regional ranking and upset Brandeis and NYU, both
higher ranked. Number-one singles player Rhett Silverstein ’05
upset Bowdoin’s Colin Joyner, who was ranked 26th in the nation. .
. . WOMEN’S TENNIS beat Mt. Holyoke 6-3 and moved up from 15
to 12 in the rankings. Number-one doubles duo Sara Hughes ’05
and Christina Pluta ’05 upset Middlebury on route to the NESCAC
Championship semifinals. The pair claimed the CBB doubles title. . . .
The highlight of the WOMEN’S RUGBY season was winning the Beast
of the East tournament in Rhode Island. Competing in the Division
II bracket, the Mules came in first out of 32 teams, outscoring their
opponents 150-7. They also played host to UMO and URI in a small
tournament and won both games. In the fall, they won New England’s
and Northeastern’s. If Division III were allowed to go to nationals
they would have qualified. Instead they got moved up to Division II
for the coming fall season.
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A Reform

Lightning Rod

isyphus,” said David Donnelly ’91, “that’s who I feel like these
days.”
A political activist and director of the 6,000-member Massachusetts
Voters for Clean Elections, Donnelly and the organization he leads
have targeted Massachusetts legislators who, they say, are incumbent
politicians resisting an election reform because it would give money
to their prospective opponents and could reduce incumbents’ power.
“People with political power don’t like to give it up,” Donnelly said.
“We’re not shrinking violets either.” The activists have engaged in civil
disobedience, shut down the governor’s office and gone as far as selling
state-owned cars and furniture (per order of the Massachusetts Supreme
Judicial Court) to fund the group’s election reform initiative.
A government major at Colby, Donnelly entered politics on Congressman Tom Andrews’s campaign for one of Maine’s U.S. Senate
seats. Donnelly maintains that Andrews was “an incredible leader”
who lost simply because he did not have enough money to make a
successful run for the Senate.
“I realized that there were some fundamental problems in American
politics,” Donnelly said, most of them stemming from the amount of
money it takes to run for office and where that money comes from.
“It was an issue central to how poorly our democracy functioned.”
Andrews’s defeat inspired Donnelly to become an advocate for the
clean elections law.
Enacted in four states so far, clean election laws stipulate that if
candidates manage to gather a certain amount of public support and
agree to spending limits, they qualify for full public funding to cover
campaign expenses. The idea is to minimize the influence of special
interest groups in politics and encourage more people to vie for public
office. With Donnelly working on its behalf, the law was passed in
Maine in 1996. He then moved on to Massachusetts.
Endorsed by the entire Massachusetts congressional delegation, the
clean elections law passed in 1998 by a 2-1 margin. The events that
followed almost caused a constitutional crisis.
Massachusetts legislators argued that public funding of political campaigns is a frivolous use of tax dollars and refused to release the clean
election funds. Massachusetts Voters for Clean Elections disputed the
legislators’ claim that clean elections are a drain on the budget. “The
state budget is $23 billion,” Donnelly pointed out. “Clean elections will
cost about $10 million, a small fraction, and should come from general
revenues just like any other necessary and important state program.”
Outraged that the legislature could ignore the will of 1.1 million
voters who supported the law, Donnelly and his colleagues took the
case to the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court. In January the court
ruled in favor of election reformers and ordered that the legislature
either fund the law or repeal it. The legislature did neither.
In April Justice Martha B. Sosman concluded that the lawmakers
had “chosen to respond to this ‘constitutional crisis’ with brinksmanship rather than statesmanship” and ruled that supporters of the law
could auction off state property to fund qualified candidates.
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David Donnelly ’91 who has helped lead the fight for Clean Election
funding in Massachusetts.

Donnelly and other advocates began selling state-owned surplus
properties and vehicles that the Commonwealth was going to sell anyway. They even attempted to confiscate furniture from legislative offices.
“We were seeking to minimize the damage to the taxpayers because they
had already been harmed enough by the legislature,” Donnelly said.
Inevitably, this unorthodox fund raising turned into a media circus. Political wags dubbed Massachusetts the “eBay state.” Legislators
finally acquiesced and in June agreed to release $9.6 million required
to fund clean elections this year—under one condition. This fall a referendum question will go to the voters asking if they “support taxpayer
money being used to fund political campaigns.”
Given that wording, it appears unlikely that the public will approve.
In January, when the Boston Globe asked voters if they thought the
“clean elections law” should be funded, a majority of those polled said
yes. When the Boston Herald asked voters if they supported the use of
“taxpayer money to fund political campaigns,” 55 percent said no.
In the meantime, Donnelly plans to keep up the pressure on the
legislature. With some 60 to 70 members of the 150-member House
in support of his cause, he says, the likelihood is that in the 2003 elections at least 15-20 additional legislators who support clean elections
will take House seats.
Donnelly says he’s motivated in his struggle against the “anti-democratic forces” of special interest groups by his children, Andrew, 4, and
Rachel, 2. “Our kids deserve better from the government and what it
provides its citizens,” he said. “They certainly deserve an opportunity
to have a democracy that is free of the taint of special-interest money.”
—Neha Sud ’05
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David Donnelly finds friends, foes in
Massachusetts Clean Elections fray

